An important problem related to the probabilistic estimation of Stochastic ContextFree Grammars (SCFGs) is guaranteeing the consistency of the estimated model. This problem was considered in 3, 14] and studied in 10, 4] for unambiguous SCFGs only, when the probabilistic distributions were estimated by the relative frequencies in a training sample. In this work, we extend this result by proving that the property of consistency is guaranteed for all SCFGs without restrictions, when the probability distributions are learned from the classical Inside-Outside and Viterbi algorithms, both of which are based on Growth Transformations. Other important probabilistic properties which are related to these results are also proven. 1
Introduction
Stochastic Context-Free Grammars (SCFGs) are an important speci cation formalism and are frequently used in closed domains in Syntactic Pattern Recognition 7, 11] . In particular, SCFGs have been widely used to characterize the probabilistic modeling of language in Computational Linguistic 13, 6] and Speech Recognition and Understanding 1, 11] . An important aspect for all of these applications is the learning of the models.
The goal is to estimate an adequate probabilistic description in terms of a set of training samples. There exist di erent methods for solving the problem of Probabilistic Estimation A fundamental question which is related to these PE algorithms is to guarantee whether or not the learned SCFG generates a probabilistic language, that is to say if this SCFG is consistent. Moreover, the consistency of a SCFG determines the validity of various interesting probabilistic properties 3, 14] . For unambiguous SCFGs, it was proven in 10, 4] that when the probabilistic distributions are estimated by the relative frequencies in the sample, the obtained SCFG is consistent.
In this work, this result is generalized by proving that the property of consistency is satis ed for SCFGs without restrictions when the probabilistic distributions are estimated from the classical Inside-Outside and Viterbi algorithms. In a way similar to 4], the following three properties (conjectured by Wetherell in 14]) are also proven: the expected derivation length is equal to the mean derivation length of the sample from which the probabilities of the rules have been learned; the expected word length is equal to the mean word length of the sample; and the density of a terminal is equal to the relative density of a terminal in the sample.
Notation and de nitions
A Context-Free Grammar (CFG) G is a four-tuple (N; ; S; P), where N = fS = A 1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A r g is a nite set of non-terminals, = fa 1 ; : : : ; a s g is a nite set of terminals (N \ = ;), S 2 N is the initial non-terminal, and P is a nite set of rules A i ! ij , A i 2 N, ij 2 (N ) + (we only consider grammars with no empty rules), j = 1; : : : ; n i and n i is the number of rules with the non-terminal A i . A left-derivation of x 2 + in G, In a similar way, we de ne the probability of the string x as:
Pr(x; d k x j G s ):
We de ne the probability of the best derivation of the string x as: c
Pr(x j G s ) = max 1 k jDxj Pr(x; d k x j G s ), and best derivation as:
The language generated by a SCFG G s is de ned as L(
De nition 2. Theorem 2.1 ( 3] ). A SCFG G s is consistent, if (E) < 1, where (E) or spectral radius is the absolute value of the largest eigenvalue of E.
The underlying idea is to prove that the number of non-terminals which are introduced in an in nite generative process tends to be zero. 
Probabilistic Estimation of SCFGs based on Growth Transformations
We now de ne how the probabilities of the grammar can be modi ed given a SCFG G s and a sample from L(G) 1 . A possible method for estimating these probabilities consists 1 Let be any nite collection of strings drawn from L(G) with repetitions allowed; that is, let be a multiset drawn from L(G). Then is called a sample from L(G) 14] .
in maximizing the likelihood of the sample from L(G) 1, 2] :
Pr(x j G s ): De nition 3.1. Let G s be a SCFG and let be a sample from L(G). The mean derivation length of , MDL Gs ( ), is de ned as: In this way, e ij = h ij =e i .
We conjecture that the following equations are satis ed: e 1 = + h 11 where is the number of strings in .
We now prove the conjecture for (4.2.1). The right side of the equation is:
Pr Something similar can be demonstrated for (4.2.2), : : :, (4.2.r).
We will demonstrate now that G s is consistent by using Theorem 2.1. We will prove that the in nite sum Q = I + E + E For n = 0 and n = 1, the demonstration of (4.4) is immediate, and therefore w and therefore w (n) 1i is an upper-bounded growing sequence. Then the limit lim n!1 w (n) 1i = w 1i exists for each i = 1; 2; : : : ; r and w 1i = e i = .
The second step is to demonstrate that the elements of the rest of rows of Q are also bounded. This is done by showing that the limit lim n!1 w (n) ji for j = 2; 3; : : : ; r and i = 1; 2; : : : ; r exists. To demonstrate this, we can observe that an integer d 1 and therefore the limit lim n!1 w (n) ji = w ji (j = 2; 3; : : : ; r; i = 1; 2; : : : ; r) exists. We have supposed that i 6 = j, but the same proof can be applied when i = j. Thus, the in nite sum is convergent. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, the spectral radius of E is less than 1 and G s is consistent. : (4.5) Note that the denominator of (4. 
